


GROWING BC'S ECONOMY 

Greenhouse farms grow 120,000 tonnes of tomatoes, cucumbers and peppers each 

year, making greenhouse vegetables the 5
th 

largest agricultural commodity in BC. This 

yields over $295 million in farm gate sales and results in the estimated value to 

British Columbia's economy at more than $699 million! 

BC GREENHOUSE GROWERS ARE AGRICULTURAL STEWARDS OF THE 

LAND AND WORLD LEADERS IN INTEGRATED PEST MANAGEMENT (1PM) 

SOME FUNDAMENTALS OF OUR SUSTAINABILITY: 

We produce a lot of food in a small amount of space 

Greenhouses can produce 10-20 times the amount of vegetable as the same 

amount of field area. 

We use Integrated Pest Management 

1PM is a system that supports a balanced approach to suppressing pests in an 

effective, economical, and environmentally sound way. 

We use innovative water and heat conservation technology 

Our computerized systems ensure that our plants get only what's needed -the 

proper amount of water and nutrition. Heat produced during carbon dioxide 

generation by our high efficiency boilers on hot days is stored for use during 

cool evenings.

We provide year round jobs and support community businesses 

Because greenhouse growing has a long harvesting season, our growers are able 

to provide virtually year round, quality jobs. 

WE ARE COMMITTED TO ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND 

FAIR LABOUR OPPORTUNITIES 

WHAT DO 

WEGROW? 

Peppers 

• Sweet Bell

• Mini

• Sweet Pointed

Cucumbers 

• Long English

• Mini

• Snacker

Tomatoes 

• Beefsteak

• On the Vine

• Roma

• Cherry

• Grape

• And many more!

Butter Lettuce 

Eggplant 



KEEPING IT LOCAL 

Ensuring British Columbians have access to 

fresh, nutritious and local product is 

important to the BC greenhouse growers. 

Over 120,000 tonnes of tomatoes, 

cucumber and peppers are grown in BC 

annually. 

The newly implemented Feed BC program 

will help to get this produce to even more 

people in BC! 

Greenhouse vegetable growing is a British Columbia 

agriculture success story. We support local as well as 

B.C.'s economy. Our growers live and work in their

communities and are committed to making farming a

profitable profession for generations to come.

DID YOU KNOW? 

The BC Greenhouse Growers' Association is a 
non-profit member organization who 

represents over 60 vegetable greenhouses ... 

With a combined area of 760 acres ... 

That provide over 3,500 jobs ... 

And covers only ... 

0.01% of BC's farmland! 

Our annual BC Greenhouse Veggie Days 

gives us the opportunity to educate 

consumers and show them that the best 

products can be found right here, in their 

own backyard. 

BC Greenhouse Veggie Days began in 2014 

with an outdoor event focused on 

showcasing our product and talking with 

the public about our sector, and how 

proud we are of it. 

It has now grown to include greenhouse 

farm tours, retail displays, contests and a 

large social media presence. Knowing 

the importance of educating children 

about where their food comes from , we 

will be collaborating with BC Agriculture in 

the Classroom (aitc.ca/bc) for our 2018 

event. Their involvement will allow us to 

bring greenhouse knowledge to the 

classrooms, and the classrooms to the 

greenhouses. 

WHERE SCIENCE MEETS ART 

A controlled environment allows growers to give plants the exact amount of 

nutrition, light, water and ventilation. We can honestly say our plants live in 

a spa 24/7. 



CREATING LOCAL JOBS 

CAREERS IN THE GREENHOUSE VEGETABLE SECTOR

Growers and Assistant Growers: monitor crops using computer technology; manage pests and 

diseases; try out new crop varieties and growing systems

Technical Assistants: monitor plant growth and crop yield; distribute biological agents to fight 
pests; monitor irrigation systems

Production Supervisors and Managers: oversee day-to-day performance of staff; develop 

systems to enhance productivity and workplace safety

Maintenance Managers and Assistants: maintain the greenhouse structure and operating 

equipment; identify new equipment for the greenhouse

Packing Managers and Assistants: responsible for the grading/packing of product ensuring quality 
and freshness; following strict food-safety guideline and identifying new packaging materials and 
equipment

Sales and Marketing Staff: works with designated marketing agencies to market and promote fresh 

B.C. greenhouse-grown vegetables throughout North America and beyond

 For every 1 on-farm job there 

are 10 spin off jobs
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